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The following statement has been made by the Honourable Mitchell
Sharp, Secretary of State for External Affaira on August 26th :

The announcement made on•Saturday, August 24th in Addis Ababa that
the Nigerian and PAjfran delegations meeting in that capital had agreed on a
combination of air and land supply corridors for relief shipments was encouraging .
It was unfortunately also premature . Later reports indicate that while agree-
ment in principle may have been reached, the two parties have not agreed o n
the ways in which this is to be put into effect . They are meeting again today
and it in our earnest hope that they will cane speedily to final avreement .

The Canadian Government has, as was announced earlie r, previded a
cash grant of ~60,CY)0 to the Canadian Red Cross in response to an anpeal fr-jr .
the International Co".aittee-of the Red Cross for their relief efforts in Nigeria,
and a erant in food aid in the amount of ï700,000 for the same purpose . A
quantity of this aid was sent forward by Canadian Forces aircraft earlier this
mont,h,, and preparations are being made for the despatch of the remainder .
However, until agreerent is reached on arranFements for oiri:ard shiprent of the
large quantities currently held in warehouses and depots in Lagos and other
centres, no nuroose would be served by sending more relief material into these
centres at this t?me ; it is the Covern.ment's hope that it will be possibl e
to establish at the earliest possible date effective arrangements to permit
an orderly flow in the quantities required .

The rs^vPrnment has been in constant touch with the ICRC which •has
been the reliPf organization most clorely involved with the Nigerian problem .
Contineenc ;► plans have been r,adF for an emergency airstrip to `~e controlled
and operated by the 7CRC . These plans were drawn up with the techniral
assistance of a Canadian expert pr,~vided by the ûoverrrsent who is still in
Geneva to advise the ICF.C . This plan or A related one will probably be used
if the further negotiations in Addis Abaha are fruitful . The Government awaits
with keen interest nPw word on the proc,ress of these current discussions .
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